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A variety of applications (app) installed on smart
phones do greatly enrich our lives, but make it more
difficult to organize our screens and folders. Predicting
apps that will be in use next can benefit users a lot. In
this poster, we propose some light-weighted Bayesian
methods to predict the next app based on the app
usage history. The evaluation on Mobile Data Challenge
(MDC) dataset gives very encouraging results. In
addition, we suggest a natural way to integrate the app
prediction features to the user interface. Users would
find it convenient to access the predicted apps with
simple touches.
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Introduction
Smart phone applications have boomed in recent years.
By May 16, 2013, the app downloads from App Store
had exceeded 50 billion. As a comparison, 48 billion
apps have been downloaded on Android, according to
the statements on Google I/O 2013. With so many apps
downloaded and installed on smart phones nowadays,
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users have to organize their apps, folders or menus
more frequently. In addition, more time is spent
locating and selecting the apps they want to use. So, it
is becoming quite an important issue for user interfaces
that how to help users find what they want as quickly
as possible.
Several methods have been proposed in previous work
on app prediction. Huang et al. [2] used contextual
information to build models on a MDC dataset [3]
composed of 38 users, and found the latest used app
the strongest predictor. Yan et al. [7] used contexts
such as user location and temporal access patterns to
help prediction. Based on naive Bayes classifiers, Shin
et al. [5] developed a novel dynamic home screen
application (dynamic home) on Android. It indeed made
it slightly faster for users to locate apps. However,
some users were unaccustomed to its letting apps
appear and disappear unexpectedly.
In this poster, three Bayesian models are proposed
which perform slightly better than existing methods.
Based on the feature of IOS, we also suggest a natural
way to integrate the app prediction features. This
allows users to access predicted apps easily with
gestures and can avoid the problem caused by dynamic
home at the same time.
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require much more computing resource which is
infeasible on mobile devices, here we focus on three
Bayes methods to do prediction.
Consider a user whose app usage history is a1a2…an-1an,
and think of the user’s app as a random variable X.
Now we get a1a2…an-1 = X1X2…Xn-1, and want to predict
an. Let A be the set of apps, LU calculates a score for
each X in A:

Score(X) = p(an=X | an-1=Xn-1)
The apps with highest scores are selected as an.


Here we take both Xn-1 and Xn-2 into consideration:

Score(X) = p(an=X | an-1=Xn-1, an-2=Xn-2)
If the highest scores are 0, then calculate scores as LU.
This is introduced as “fallback” Markov model in [6].


According to the previous research [2, 5], location and
other context information made little or even negative
effects to prediction accuracy when the latest used app
and time are used. Thus we rely only on app usage
history and time context. We implement the Most
Frequently Used Model (MFU) and the Latest Used
Model (LU) as bench marks. As more complex models

the Latest Used App with Time (LUT)

If the time interval between an and an-1 is too large,
then Xn will not have much to do with Xn-1. So we can
predict as LU if the interval is within a certain threshold,
and use MFU otherwise.


App Prediction Model

the Latest Used Apps (LU-2)

Bayesian Network (BN)

Since Xn-2 is found useful in LU-2, we try a linear
combination of Xn-1 and Xn-2:

Score(X) = p(an=X | an-1=Xn-1) + (1-)p(an=X | an-2=Xn-2)
At first, we make  increased by 0.1 each time from 0
to 1 and get a rough value for . Then we search its
neighborhood for better values.
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Evaluation
The dataset we use for evaluation comes from Set A in
MDC [3], which contains 80 users’ app records. First of
all, we eliminate apps that are idle or system process.1
After the preprocessing, we get an average of 59 active
apps and 5589 records for each user. We apply 10-fold
cross validation, and use the overall hit rate for
evaluation:
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Analysis




Figure 1. The left figure (a) displays the results of all the five
predictors. MFU is eliminated in the right figure (b) to make
the details clearer.

From the figures, we can observe that BN achieves the
highest accuracy within 5 predicted apps. Both LU-2
and LUT slightly outperform LU. However, BN and LUT
should spend time learning the parameters while LU-2
is quite light-weighted and easy to implement. But the
hit rate of LU-2 declines compared to other methods
when the number of predicted apps increases.
1 Apps with UIDs: 101fd64c, 100056cf [2], 101f4cd2.

LU-2 and LU-k

Since LU-2 has advantage in time over the other 2
methods and performs quite well, will LU-k do better?
However, accuracy does not increase with larger k. In
general, LU-k predicts with the k apps before Xn. We
refer to the k apps as a k-pattern, and each pattern is a
k
k
point in A . With k growing bigger, the dimension of A
increases while the total number of patterns remains
the same. By projecting these patterns to space of
higher order, the number of each pattern decreases.
That’s to say, the current pattern Xn-k…Xn-2Xn-1 can
hardly be found in the training set. And then our LU-k
predictor which bases on probability becomes
ineffective.

the time interval in LUT

In previous experiments, we increase the time interval
from several seconds to one day. The optimal time
intervals vary for different users, and they are either
small or very large. Among the 80 users, the intervals
for 30 users are relatively small. They range from
several minutes to less than two hours. This seems to
fit most people’s app usage pattern, as the app we use
now often has nothing to do with the one we used
hours ago. For the other 50 users, their optimal
intervals are as long as one day, which indicates that
LU always has better performance than MFU for these
users.


the number of items in BN

Similar to LU-k, what if p(an=X | an-k=Xn-k) is added to
the score calculation? With more than two items in the
expression, we can learn the parameters through least
square techniques. However, the accuracy also falls
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with k larger than 2. One possible reason is that, the
more items added, the more difficult the parameters’
learning is.

User Interface Design
Touchscreen and motion sensors greatly enhance
smartphone’s interaction capability [1, 4]. Here we
mainly focus on the IOS. As we all know, IOS supports
gesture operations so that users can access the latest
used apps conveniently. Say we can use four or five
fingers to swipe up to reveal multitasking bar and left
or right to switch between the latest used apps. This
seems to be a natural feature to combine with app
prediction.
Figure 2. Predicted apps bar is
shown on the top of the screen.

When swiping up or down, we can put the predicted
apps on the top of the screen (Figure 2). Similar
improvement can be done on the folders. When a folder
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